Smother workflows. Seamless integration.
5 ways to optimize lab results

**PRINTERS**

**BradyPrinter i3300 Industrial Label Printer** *(300 dpi)*
SKU: 150642

Optimize lab workflows by adding more speed. The i3300 sets up in a flash and reduces waste. Use it for vial, tube, slide and sample ID.
▶ Prints on the first label for zero waste
▶ Fast label and ribbon changeovers
▶ Ideal for multiple types of lab ID

**BradyPrinter i7100 Industrial Label Printer Peel Model with Vial Label Applicator** *(300 dpi)*
SKU: 151752

For high volumes and high accuracy, use the i7100 Peel Model + Vial Label Applicator. It prints 1000s of ultra-sharp labels per day, every day.
▶ Crisp, trackable labels down to 0.125 in.
▶ Reduces labeling time for busy techs
▶ Large touchscreen for easy operation

**M611 Label Printer** *(300 dpi)*
SKU: M611-LAB

Design, edit and print labels – all from your Phone with the M611. Work faster by importing cloud data and connecting up to 5 users via Bluetooth.
▶ Share and print with app + Bluetooth/Wi-Fi
▶ Stores 1,000+ labels on the printer
▶ Connect up to 5 users at once

**SCANNERS**

**Code Reader™ 1500 Handheld Wired Barcode Scanner** *(1D, 2D, QR Code)*
SKU: 176510

Save valuable time with a fast and reliable scanning solution. A small scanner with omnidirectional reading to help you avoid repositioning or rescans.
▶ IP54 rated – resists chemical, dust, water
▶ Reads high-density and wide-field barcodes
▶ Powerful JavaScript platform for complete device control

**Code Reader™ 950 Handheld Wired Barcode Scanner** *(1D, 2D, QR Code)*
SKU: 176522

Improve lab data collection with a high-speed barcode reader. Ideal for fast-paced environments, the CR950 is lightweight and ergonomically designed.
▶ Omnidirectional barcode reading
▶ Easy to use with a wide area image sensor
▶ Uses feedback with LED and audible tone

Get 10% off your entire order *(promo code FRONTIER)*

► To learn more visit BradyID.com